Individuals with Rett syndrome suffer from severely impaired cognitive and motor performance.
3 Introduction minimum position of the heel marker during each gait cycle. The toe marker minimum was used 164 in the event the subject was toe walking on particular strides. The kinematic data were then time 165 normalized such that each stride was represented by 100 samples. The time normalized 166 waveforms were then amplitude normalized such that the angular value heel strike was zero 167 degrees. For each normalized stride, sagittal plane knee and hip angles were obtained for each 168 treadmill speed, for each subject. Maximum and minimum angular values were obtained and 169 used to calculate the range of motion (ROM) for each stride. After the individual joint angles 170 were obtained, the velocity curves for each angle were calculated. Peak angular velocity for each 171 stride and each subject were also identified.
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After the above processing was completed, the limb with the greater ROM, for each joint, was 174 identified. The data was then reorganized into the side (i.e. left or right) with the strides of the 175 greater ROMs grouped together and those stride with lesser ROMs grouped together. Symmetry 176 indexes (SI) between greater and lesser joint angles were computed using the following formula 177 [24] . A SI of 0 reflects perfect symmetry between the two limbs. After it was determined that there were no significant differences between the joint ROM and 182 associated peak velocities, the data from the two limbs was collapsed for further processing and 183 analysis. The data from each variable were then averaged for each subject, at each gait speed, 184 and group means calculated. It was found that many of variables were not normally distributed 
Results
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The primary purpose of this investigation was to determine if individuals with RTT were able to 216 adapt their lower limb kinematics and associated stride times as treadmill speed progressively 217 increased. Secondary considerations included exploring the prevalence of excessive knee joint 218 motion in the horizontal plane and pelvis motion in the frontal plane.
219 220 Table 1 displays that as treadmill speed increased from 0.2 to 0.5 m/s, our subjects were able to 221 decrease their stride times so they could continue walking. The Friedman test revealed a 222 significant effect for speed (χ2 = 86.698, p < 0.000). However, only three of the 17 subjects 223 tested were able to continue walking up to the speed of 0.6 m/s. Thus, although our subjects were 224 able to adapt to the increasing treadmill speeds, that ability was limited to a narrow range of 225 speeds. There were no significant changes in the SIs for the knee and hip in the sagittal plane. Figure 3 does reflect that our subject's gait was asymmetrical with all SI values being significantly greater than 0 (i.e. perfect symmetry). The Pearson correlation value between subject age and stride time was 0.46 (R 2 = 0.21) which is significant at the p < 0.01 level. Figure 4 illustrates the high correlations between the joints' ROM and their associated velocities across the treadmill speed increases. The F tests to assess potential differences in the variance associated with the joint ROM across speeds indicated that although the variance values were very high, there were no differences resulting from changes in treadmill speed. The same was true for the F tests comparing knee velocities across speeds. However, significant differences in variances were found for hip velocities between speeds 0.2 vs 0.4 (F = 2.444, p < 0.006), 0.2 vs 0.5 (F = 3.292, p <0.000), and 0.3 vs 0.5 (F = 2.169, p < 0.015). In all cases of significant F tests, the slower speed was always associated with the greater variances relative to the faster speed (Table 3) . the minimal threshold value and these values were confined to just two subjects. These data confirm, with very few exceptions, our subjects with RTT displayed a range of hip motion in the coronal plane associated with healthy gait. The median transverse plane knee ROMs and median peak degrees of the hip in the coronal plane across speeds are displayed in Figure 5 . As reported in Table 1 , the subjects were able to decrease their stride times as treadmill speed Despite the minimal range of slow walking speeds, our subjects did decrease their stride times 282 such that they were able to maintain pace with the increasing treadmill speeds. This finding 283 strongly suggests that our subjects were able to both adequately detect the sensory information 284 indicating the treadmill speed was increasing and integrate that information to increase their 285 lower limb velocities that resulted in significantly decreased stride times. This is consistent with angular velocities (see Figure 5 ) also reflect our subjects' ability to modify their lower limb 293 kinematic motion to adapt to the increasing treadmill speeds. Our data thereby suggest that our 294 females with RTT do have intact spinal locomotion circuity that can be regulated by the sensory 295 input generated by walking within a narrow range of walking speeds. We speculate that our 296 subjects are unable to increase their walking speed beyond 0.5 m/s is primarily related to their 297 failure to maintain their attention on the walking task as well as their inability to preserve 298 postural stability despite the safety that the harness provided.
Although the spinal CPG may be able to produce the fundamental alternating lower limb motion 301 necessary to walk, the associated kinematics display a large amount of variance and the 302 relationship between the two limbs is asymmetric. These features contribute to our subject's lack 303 of postural stability, which therefore prevents them from being able to increase their walking 304 speed. As observed in Figures 3 and 4 Another notable feature of the kinematics exhibited by our subjects is the very small range of 313 knee joint motion despite some minimal but statistically significant speed-related increases. Besides resulting in gait kinematics that significantly reduce the speed at which our subjects 359 could walk, these kinematic patterns are energy inefficient [40, 50] with oxygen consumption and 360 cost being elevated [51] . An investigation of 12 females with RTT who walked for six minutes 361 on a treadmill, reported that energy production was low relative to healthy subjects that could 362 result in tiredness within a few minutes of walking [43] . As observed in Figures 3 and 4 
